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INTRODUCTION 

Since January 1935(1), the modern tractor has proved to be the 

answer to the logger's prayer for a flexible machine large enough to 

handle any type of job under any condition. Up until the present time 

the tractor has been used for plain ground skidding, ground skidding 

with pans, skidding with arches, short distance high-lead yarding; 

short- and long-haul roading from steam or Diesel donkey settings; for 

uphill as well as downhill skidding; and for yarding to a "cold deck" 

under a sky line. 

It was thought that "winter shows" and rough terrain would prove 

too costly for the modern tractor, but with the advent of bulldozer and 

arch cat combinations, this fallacy has been disproven and the modern 

tractor has, on a majority of operations, replaced other logging machines 

entirely. 

In the years following 19)4, tractor manufacturers have produced 

tractors having greater horsepower ratings, mechanical improvements, and 

heavier machines; thus providing the loçger with a machine capable of doing 

more work and which has a greater flexibility than ever before. 

The object of this paper is to show, through an exariple in the 

redwood region, what has been developed in tractor skidding, the methods 

used today, and possibilities of improvement in tractor skidding for the 

future. 



DEVELOPMT OF CAT LOGGING IN STEEP COUNTRY 

Desoription of Ebcample and Policies 

The organization used for an example in writing this paper was a 

medium-sized company, logging from one-hundred to one-hundred and twenty 

thousand board feet per day. Log transportation to the mill was 

accomplished through a company-owned railroad operating on a nine-mile 

section of track. Loading was accomplished by a crotch line system 

powered by a steam donkey. 

ersonnel rticipating in yarding consisted of: wood's boss, hook 

tender, four choker setters, two bulldozer operators, two arch-cat 

operators, and maintenance on the "cats" was performed by one "cat 

do ctor". 

The company had a policy of having the cat operator, whose cat 

was in need of repair, help the cat doctor repair the cats; for a 

medium-sized organization this is almost a necessity, unless the 

company has an extra for use in emergencies. But due to the high cost 

of cats" an extra oat in the possession of a medium-sized company is 

an exception rather than the rule. 

'nother policy was to apportion to each "cat", under normal 

operation, the proper amount of work so that the cat was not taxed to 

its maximum. In this way if one of the cats has a mechanical failure, 

the other cats can be called upon to take care of the added burden. 

The combination of a. single bulldozer and a single arch cat to 

form a yarding team is a policy which has evolved in the redwood region. 

Due to the topography, which does not permit an arch unit to operate 



without the aid of roads, and the excessive amount of time it takes an 

arch unit to bunch a load, these teams have been developed through 

necessity to take the place of the old cable hauling systems. This 

fact cari be portrayed in that the bulldozer takes the place of a high- 

lead yarding unit and the arch unit takes the place of a skyline swing 

system; the bulldozer gather.s the logs for the arch cat which in turn 

takes them to the landing. 

On the particular operation cited, one yarding team was able to 

yard the day's quota vthen yarding distances were not greater than a 

quarter of a mile, any distance greater than a quarter-mile required 

the use of two teems. 

The main reason yarding distances were so great was that the rail- 

road AS located in a main canyon and the greater volume of timber was 

located in smaller canyons leading from this main. (Refer to map) Due 

to steep grados into the smaller canyons it was impracticable to build 

the railroad into these smaller canyons; consequently timber had to be 

yarded the entire length of these smaller canyons. 

Description of Country and Ti.mber 

The "logging show" was typical of the redwood region in that flats, 

streams, springs, marshes, broken terrain, rock outcrops, and steep slopes 

were all encountered. All of these factors present their individual 

problems to cat logging. 

Flats cut down the number of board feet per load. The reason for 

this being that when an arch cat encounters a flat grade it can only 

pull a load of approximately eight thousand board feet, whereas if this 

flat grade was not encountered it could pull a maximum load of over 

eleven thousand board feet.(-) 



Fig. 1. Map of Area (logging area inside inked line) 

Scale - inch - i mile 
Contour interval 100 feet 



Streams, springs, and marshes present road building difficulties. 

Stieai are not large in this country but are ninerous and run throughout 

the entire year. There are n.ny springs on the surface and many more 

are uncovered during the road-building process and all of these have to 

be drained by culverts. Marshes interrupt the alignment in that they 

all have to be circumnavigated, thereby creating longer roads. 

Slopes encountered have pitches of over sixty percent, and half of 

the slopes average thirty to forty percent. 

Rock outcrops, for the most part, are located in the proximity of 

ridge tops, and are not a great problem except in yarding. 

Timber in this particular region was not as large as it is in the 

nDrthern part of the state, and thirty-two foot logs average 1500 board 

feet. 

The largest trees have diameters of over eleven feet, but are not 

numerous. The larger trees grow in the creek bottoms and the trees 

diminish in size as their range extends to the ridge tops. 

The merchantable stand is mixed with a majority of the stand being 

redwood and a remaining ten to twenty percent of the stand being Douglas 

fi r. 

An understory of tan oak flourishes in this region and for safety 

reasons should be taken out first in a pre-logging operation. when tan 

oak is left standing it is knocked down during the falling and yarding 

processes and is a menace to the cats in the yarding procedure. (See 

pictures) 

Equipment 

The equinent used in logging consisted of the following items. 

Two dozer cats, equipped with full angle dozer blades with cable 

lifts. Two cat equipped with logging arches, one cat was equipped 



Fig. 2. "DoZer" yarding logs in Typical Country 

Fig. 3. Typical Redwood Country Showing Dense 

IJnderstory (Cat under iVhite Smoke Cloud) 
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with a regulation D-8 logging arch and the other cat was equipped with 

a "redwood special" arch. All cats were equipped with Hyster towing 

winches. 

All of the cats were "Caterpillar" Diesel 1)-8 tractors. Three of 

the cats were older models1 made before the war, and were rated at 113 

drawbar horsepower and 131 belt horsepower. The remaining cat was a 

new model, made during the war, and was rated at 130 drawbar horsepower 

and 11414 belt horsepower. This new model cat was equipped with the 

"redwood special" arch. 

The winch line on the dozers was one-inch 6 x 19 plow steel cable, 

and the maximum line capacity for one-inch cable on the winches was 260 

feet. The winch line on the arch units was 1-i- inch b x 19 I.W.R.C. 

preformed, improved, plow steel rope, and the maximum line capacity for 

for l cable on the winches was 1ó5 feet. These were maximum line 

capacities per specifications, but in making allowance for loose and 

unevenly spooled line the actual line capacity would be approximately 

twenty-five percent less than the figures quoted. 

The tractor logging hooks used on both the arch and dozer units 

were plain point, 1*-inch hooks. 

Most of the line breakage on the arch units was at a point immediately 

back of the splice, on the free end of the line. This breakage was 

caused by winching the eye over the arch fairlead then the line mas under 

a strain. I1ethods to elimirte this treakage are: wherever possible, 

have the cat skinner back the cat towards the load and winch a "free" 

line over the fairlead, thereby eliminating the strained line passing 

over the fairlead. A newly developed ball-and-socket arch hook, can be 

used on the arch line and this piece of equipment eliminates the use of an 

eye on the winch line altogether, as it is fused on the end of the line. 



Li 

Fig. L3.. "Redwood Special" Arch and D-8 Cat 

Fig. 5. "Redwood Specia]." Logging Arch 
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Another piece of equipment employed in eliminating this breakage on 

winch lines is to piece a section of l-inoh chain about fourteen in 

length, between the ye and the hook, this allows the splice to pass over 

the fairlead before the winch line has any strain applied to it in 

picking up a load. 

A ball-and-socket hook would save a lot of line breakage on the 

dozers if it was made so that it could be detached from the line and was 

not as heavy as it is at the present time (31 pounds). The dozer line 

is pulled out by hand to distances over ninety feet, and to permit ease 

of handling the hook is usually removed, and as the ball-and-socket hook 

is as heavy as it is and as it is fused on the line so that it cannot be 

removed at will it cannot be used. 

The chokers are made of one-inch 6 x 19 I.W.R.C. preformed, improved, 

plow steel rope amt are twenty-two feet in length. One-inch Barden 

choker hooks were used and a triple, tucked, spliced eye was used on the 

free end. 

All splices on all lines were triple tucked, as a double tucked 

splice will not hold up under heavy loading or pulling. 

Bitch straps. A bitch strap is a piece of one-half-inch improved 

plow steel rope, six to eight feet long, threaded through a one-inch 

plain hook, spliced into one continuous loop. This strap is hooked to 

the arch hook and a choker, in turn, is hooked to the hook on the strap. 

A further description and use of this strap is presented urier logging 

method. 

Roadbuilding (Cat Roads) 

All main cat roads are located as near to creek bottoms as possible; 

ard whenever possible in the case of intermittent streams, which are 



free from boulders, the road is located in the creek bottom, this is if 

these roads are to be used during the dry season or fall. 

AS the special redwood arches are an inch wider than the overall 

width of a dozer blade, which is 11 feet 3 inches in width, the road ha8 

to be made wider than a single blade width, anti to allow for proper 

clearance, are xrde fourteen feet in width. 

All turns have to be made of sufficient width to allow the arch and 

tractor to negotiate the turns without trailing the trailing end of the 

logs off the road and this width is dependent upon the radius of the 

turn, the shorter the radius the greater the vidth. 

One of the most expensive features of roadbuilding in this country 

is the use of powder in removing stumps. s the largest nd the greatest 

nunber of trees grow in the proximity of the creek bottoms, a large 

amount of powder hs to be used to blow these stumps and the ue of three 

boxes of stumping powder in one stump is not unconmion. An estimate of or 

a ratio of stumns per mile was not offered, as the number of stumps 

decrease with the rise in altitude and one figure would not suffice for 

the entire area. 

Culverts are rrtde of material at hand (small downed trees, broken 

trees, etc.) and do not constitute a large cost of construction. Iost 

of the culverts were constructed in a half hour or an hour at the irtximum 

and the expense chargeable to culverts would be the time of a choker setter 

and bulldozer involved in the construction. 

Most of the rock encountered was soft enough to enable a bulldozer 

to cut through it, thus eliminating the use of powder and minimizing the 

road cost. 

The maximum cut, center line depth, was about twenty feet, these large 

cut are not numerous though and occur only where sharp points break into 
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the alignment. Fills are eliminated wherever possible as the trailing 

end of the logs have a tendency to cut through the fills and seek harder 

ground. Tanping of fills would make them satisfactory for cat roads, 

but taraping would not be economical unless the road was to be used for 

more than one season. 

As was stated, the main cat roads follow all main creeks vherever 

possible arid aligned through the canyons as straight as possible. 

"therever a main cat road has to be built to a flat on the upper slopes, 

or where the roads have to be built up to the ridge tops, the most direct 

route is taken. The limiting factors for the roads being a maximum grade 

of 30 percent for return roads and a maximum of 50 percent favorable for 

the direct yarding road. 

When building roads to the upper reaches, where the steeper slopes 

are encountered, return roads are a necessity because the maximum grade 

an arch cat can pull in first gear is 30 percent, unless, of course, 

another cat is employed in towing. 

When a grade approaching 50 percent is to be used on a direct 

yarding road provision should be made to eliminate any turns in the 

alignment and these roads should have a straight in approach to decreasing 

grades; the reason being that in case of brake or holding failure the 

cat w-111 have a straight in approach to a level without danger of tipping 

the cat over. 

For adverse yarding roads the maximum grade on the direct roads 

was 30 percent, but this is more of an exception than the rule. 

Secondary roads were, in the case of a sidehill anproach, constructed 

under the same principles as main roads, but wherever the fingers of a 

canyon were followed and therever it was otherwise permissible a road 

was merely cleared of debriand bladed down to mineral earth. 
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Fis. 8. Typical Cat Road Used as a Direct 
Yarding Road. Upper Slope 
Exceeded 50 percent. 



Secondary roads are roads pushed through to the various clumps or 

groups of timber, or, to make it simple, any road leading from the main 

road. 

General Logging IIethod 

In initiating the logging from the landings, which are set up at 

the entrance of the naller canyons, roads are built up through the 

canyon and the logs in the right of way are yarded out. The main road 

is pushed through as far as necessary into the canyon, and all logs out 

of the roadway are left to be picked up later. 

The main idea in pushing roads through is to open the country up 

and to enable the dozers to get above the timber to facilitate easier 

building of the secondary roads. In getting above the timber the dozer 

cat is also able to distribute chokers above the logs, thereby saving 

time for the choker-setters who would ordinarily have to drag the chokers 

uphill. Time is also saved by passing the winch line down hill to a 

patch of timber which cannot be reached by roads, where the line would 

ordinarily have to be pulled uphill by hand. 

In leaving logs along the roadway the logger has some "easy logstl 

on hand in case of equipment break-down, or in case sorne tough shows aro 

encountered where the dozer is not able to bunch enough logs to keep the 

arch cat moving. 

On the initial break through the arch unit is able to bunch its 
own loads, thereby freeing the dozer for roadbuilding, in this way the 

road can be built without interruption. 

As previously stated, the chokers are twenty-two feet in length 

and in most cases one choker is sufficient to choke the average log; but 

in the case of butt cuts, from timber out of the creek bottoms, two 

chokers aro used in an arran ement called a bridle, and where an extremely 



large log is encountered, a three-choker bridle is used. 

To eliminate the breakage of chokers, when a log is laying in 

such a position that it is bound or caught by high stumps, two types of 

rolls are employed: a plain roll for light logs and a "Portuguese" roll 

for heavy logs. These "rolls" are employed whenever the arch cannot be 

maneuvered into a favorable position to pick the log out of the "bind", 

and usually have to be employed on all logs yarded by the dozers. 

After the main road has been pushed through the arch unit "bunches" 

as many logs as possible without having to lose too much time in doing 

so. One of the ideas maintained in this organization was to keep the 

arch cat moving and if it was seen that the arch oat couldntt "bunch" a 

load within fifteen minutes the dozer was put to work bunching. The 

dozers were kept busy bunching if there Wc.8flt any ixediate dozing at 

hand. In this way the arch cat could wheel up to a bunch cf logs, drop 

the chokers, pick up the bunch, and be on its way in five minute's time. 

Due to the broken terrain and the extreme care which has to be 

taken in falling redwood, the trees are felled in available areas, and 

are usually felled uphill; consequently the logs are grouped in nall 

areas. 

To reach the log bunches or groups the tractors have to approach 

them from the side if the slope is greater than fifty percent or if 
the terrain is so broken it prohibits an approach from above. In all 
other cases a straight approach down the hill is made, usually through 

the center of the log bunch. In passing through the center of a. bunch 

of logs the dozer is in a position to pick up a load with a minimum of 

maneuvering. 

In the case of a sidehill approach, and any other location wherever 

it is permissible, the arch unit leaves the main road to take care of 
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the yarding. The dozer bunches the logs at the end of the side roads and 

at intervals along the upper edge of the road. The dozer leaves the logs 

on the lower side of the road for the arch oat to pick up; this is 

because the dozer usually cannot get in position with the winch for a 

straight pull up the hill, while the arch cat can be swung into position 

for a straight pull up the hill. 

Wherever possible, the roads on a side-hill approach are located 

so that as many stumps as possible are located at the lower edge of the 

road, an1 these stumps are used as shear logs to boost the trailing end 

of the logs into the roadway instead of having the logs trail along the 

side of the hill if there wasn't any means of placing them on the roads. 

If the logs do trail along the side of the hill both chokers and 

winch lines are more susceptible to breakage than usual, and if a large 

log trails along the side of a hill it has a great opportunity to tip 

the arch over. 

If a bunch or a single log is so located that it is within ninety 

feet of a road, and it is not practical to build a road to it, it is 

bunched or yarded up to the edge of the road with the dozer winch line. 

If the timber is so located that it is on a steep slope, the uppermost 

log is choked, and when this log is yarded down it will usually bring 

down al]. the logs below it to the edge of the road. If the logs are 

strung out, but in line with each other, the uppermost log can be 

choked and started down the hill, When it nears another log it can be 

stopped and can be hooked in tandem with this other log with a small 

cable hitch. In this ay two or three logs can be yarded in at one 

time, thereby saving time in not having to pull the line out by hand 

to each log. Any method which can be employed to get more than one log 

at a time, when the winch line has to be pulled by hand, is emphasized 
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because of the tizne that can be saved in employing these methods. 

The average load hauled by the arch was seven-thousand board feet. 

This average vas for distances up to a half mile. When the yarding 

distance was over a half mile, the average load was eight-thousand board 

feet. The arch loading was variable of the great difference in the size 

of the logs. If a large butt out was taken this was usually all the 

arch could handle for the load, and if there were only small logs to be 

yarded, a load might be made up of as many as eight logs; in both of 

these cases the scale is low and are factors which lower the average. 

The n-xirnum loads which had been hauled (in the redwood region), 

prior to the increase in horsepower of the later model cats, was 11,700 

board feet, (Scribner Decimal "Ci' Log Scale) with an increase of seventeen 

horsepower though a somewhat proportional increase in loading should be 

realized. The limiting factor though to maximum loading is the size of 

the arch; if larger loads are to be hauled the arches will have to be 

re-designed. 

In order to get a full load in the arch, the ends of the logs have 

to be arranged so that they occupy the smallest area possible. Other- 

wise if the logs hang over, or if they hit the track, the portion of the 

load which hangs over or hits the track hts to be dropped. To facilitate 

even bunching, in the arch, when a short choker is encountered a bitch 

strap is used to lengthen the short choker, thus providing the short 

choker a length equal to the other chokers in the arch load to make up 

a properly arranged load. 

hen yarding is conducted on adverse grades, various factors enter 

the picture which are not encountered when yarding on favorable grades. 

The size of the load has to be decreased, but has to be decreased 

only to the amount that can be pulled by two cats up the particular 
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grade encountered. Towing is a must, if the logger has to utilize an 

arch to its fullest extent and has to maintain daily production with a 

limited number of arches. 

In the operation cited, the maximum adverse grade encountered was 

thirty percent and maintained this continuous grade over a three-hundred 

foot section of road. 

The loads average four-thousand board feet and the arch cat was 

able to pull a load of this size and weight up a four percent grade 

without the aid of a tow-cat, but a tow-cat was required for any grade 

over four percent if the maximum load was to be taken out each trip. 

A1l adverse yarding was carried out on the railroad right-of-way so 

that the yarding distance was not over twelve-hundred feet one way, and 

one arch cat could yard the daily quota without too much trouble. The 

maximum towing distance at any time was not over three-hundred feet. 
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CONCLUS ION Ái'D REC.1NDATI ONS 

Probably the greatest obstacle that cat skidding in steep country 

has to overcome is skidding durir the wet season, and this can be 

accomplished by wise planning. 

In planning for winter shows the wise move is to log all timber on 

the steeper slopes during the dry season and save the more favorable 

siopos for logging during the wet season. The saved areas therefore 

should also include all area within a reasonable distance of the landing 

and all flats. 

Probably the nximum grade of 10 percent or 15 percent should be 

set as a standard of operations for cats during the most severe weather 

conditions. Unless the ground is of a gravel compound and drainage is 

sufficient to provide greater traction, then the maximum operational 

grade could be increased accordingly. 

If the ground affords proper traction, cat skidcing can be 

accomplished on grades up to L percent, but for the most part skidding 

on adverse grades should not be relied upon during the wet season. 

In case steep slopes had to be yarded during the wet season, 

tractor donkeys could be employed to skid timber down to the favorable 

slopes. 

One method of eliminating a donkey show would be to log ali the 

timber possible out of the tough shows in the dry season and cold deck 

the timber along the main roads where it could be picked up during the 

wet season. This would be practicable, though only with a larger 

organization having extra equipment on hand to do this kind of work. 

A large amount of timber, ordinarily lost through breakage in 
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fal1in, can be saved through the greater flexibility of the cat. This 

is de possible by making repeated fallins through the same area, 

which can skidded off as economically as if all the timber was taken off 

at one time. 

As private timber is slowly liquidated and the private operator is 

forced to rely more and more on forest service timber he will find that 

he will have to use cats to comply with the forest service policy. This 

po1icy has all the indication of being, to log small areas of five acres 

or so stag:ered throughout the forest, having to log an area of this 

size with a skidder would be most impractical. The forest service is 

also initiating the policy of partial cutting on certain areas which 

areas are restricted solely to cat logging. 

As time passes and as more legislation is imposed upon the logger 

he is going to be forced to log more of his own lands with cats wherever 

it is possible in order to comply with this legislation. Consequently 

it will be up to the progressive logger to get on the bubble as far as 

cat skidding is concerned and take advantage of this equipment if he 

expects to stay in business in the future. 
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Rules of thumb: To determine maxiium drawbar tons a tractor will pull 

up a given percent grade in any stated gear - 

Multiply the weight of the tractor in tons by grade resistance 

( 2O per ton per percent of grade) 

Deduct this figure from maximum drawbar pounds available in gear 

desired. 

Divide by rolling resistance plus grade resistance to arrive at 

maximum drawbar tonnage. 

Each one percent downhill grade will add approximately twenty 

pounds per ton of total gross weight to drawbar pounds pull. 

Power loss: Power loss due to elevation is approximately three percent 

of power per one-thousand feet elevation after the first one-thousand 

feet. 

Average efficiency: 

Approximate coefficient of traction factors 

Loose sand 30% of maximum 
Ice 12% " 

Firm earth 9O " 

Loose earth 6o g; 

Estimated Cost Per Hours of Bulldozers (l9t7 prices) 

D-8 Number 2L, Cable Control, full angle blade $3.Li.6/hr 

D-8 " 
t, 

, 
t, t' 

, straight blade 3.36 
D-8 25, " " , full angle blade 3.57 
D-8 ' u, n i straight blade 3.L7 " 
D-7 ' 

2L1, 'I 
t full angle blade 2.67 ' 

D-7 Ii 

, 
ti It 

, straight blade 2.66 Ii 

D-7 " 25, 't it full angle blade 2.87 " 

D-7 t, 

, 
it it 

, straight blade 2.77 " 
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Estimated Bulldozer Production 
Cubic Yards Per Hour - Bank Measure 

50 feet 
: 100 feet : 150 feet ; 200 feet 

Material : Material : Material : 
Material 

Model 1: 2: 3: Li.: 1: 2: 3: Li: 1; 2; 3: Li: ì: 2: 3; 14 

D - 8 186:166:]J45:12Li:112:100: 88: 714: 80: 72: 62: 514: Li: 56: 149: 142 

D - 7 l9:150:l32:113:102: 90: 79: 67: 73:65:56: 148: 56: 50: 24)4; 38 

Note: The above quantities are based on 60-minute hour efficiency, no 

grades, single dozer, no trezrh, dig and travel speed 1.5 miles per 

hour. 

Materials: #1 sand, L2 Cormion ear, #3 Clay, #14 Broken rock. 

Typical Backfilling Production in Yards Per Hour 

Sand Common Earth Clay Rock 

D-8 270 2)40 210 150 

D - 7 2)45 217 190 136 



Cost of Owning and Operating Dozer Blades 

Straight Blades Angling Blades 

Model 8S 7S 8A 

Conditions 
Fixed Cost Exc. v-e. Sev. Exc. Ave. Sev. Exc. Ave. Sev. Exc. Ave. Soy. 

Dep. (A) .123 .lL.7 .l8L. .107 .128 .161 .151 .181 .22b .135 .1b2 .203 

mt. Ins. 

Taxes (B) .0)4.j. .OLjl.j. .038 .036 .038 .05L. .05L. .05L. .0L9 .0L.9 .0L.9 

Total .167 .191 .228 .1L1.5 .166 .199 .205 .235 .280 .l8L. .211 .252 

Variable Cost 

Repairs (C) .20 .30 .50 .17 .27 .L.0 .25 .35 .55 .22 .32 .L5 

Hourly Own. & 
Operating Cost .367 .L9l .728 .315 .L36 .599 .L55 .585 .830 .L0L. .531 .702 
(E) 

(A) Based on life of 12,000 hours for excellent, 10,000 hours as average, 8000 hours 
under severe conditions. 

(B) Should not be included in estimates for publicly-owned equipment. 

(C) Local records should be used if tvai1able. 

( D) Price is for use with roar cable control. 

( E) Does not include cable control, nor cost of owning and operating cat. 

-3 
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Cost of Owning and Operating tractor Donkeys 
Per Hour Under Average Conditions 

Model D-8 D-7 D-8 D-7 

List Price Delivered 6576 LfO75 

Fixed Charges 
Depreciation .658 .L1.08 

Interest, Tixes, Insurance .197 .102 

Total Fixed Charges .855 .510 .855 .510 

Variable Charges 
Repairs Including labor .329 .20)4 

Lubrication .023 .007 

Cable 

Main Drum .5)40 .143 
Haulback Drum .5)46 .331 
Strawline .26)4 .17ô 

Total Variable Charges 1.702 1.131 1.702 1.131 

Total Cost 2.56 1.6)4 

Steel Rope Sizes to Use With Hyster Tractor Donkeys 

Hyster Unit Mainline Haulback line Strawline 

D - 7 7/8" or 1" 7/16" 5/16" 

D - 8 1 or l-1/8" 9/16" or 5/8" 5/16" or 3/8" 

All line 6 x 19 Improved plow steel or non-preformed or preformed. 



Estimated Hourly Production D-8 Tractor, Hyster D-8N Towing Winch and D-8 Logging Arch 
(In Board Feet Per Hour - Soribner Decimal "C" Scale) 

Ave. Average Haul in Feet - One Way 
Diarn. Ave. logs Ave. Bd.Ft. Distance 
of logs per load Per load IDOO 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,00Ö 3,500 L,OOO L,5OO 

lo" 12.0 38L.O i,00 io,00 8,LOO 7,200 6,300 5,Lg00 L,8OO L,L.00 

20 10.0 5600 l9,LOO 15,000 12,200 10,300 8,900 7,900 7,000 ó,L.00 

2)4 7.5 b000 20,800 lb,lOO 13,100 11,100 9,600 8,500 7,óOO 6,800 

28 5.0 5800 20,200 15,600 12,700 10,700 9,300 8,200 7,300 6,600 

32 14.0 5900 20,500 15,900 12,900 10,900 9,1400 8,300 7,1400 6,700 

36 3.2 5900 20,500 15,900 12,900 10,900 9,1400 8,300 7,1400 6,700 

140 2.5 6000 20,800 lb,lOO 13,100 11,100 9,600 8,500 7,600 6,800 

L1L. 2.0 5900 20,500 15,900 12,900 10,900 9,1400 8,300 7,1400 6,700 

Average travel speeds: Loaded - second gear 1914 feet per minute 

Unloaded - fourth gear 317 feet per minute 

F-' 



Estimated Hourly Production D-7 Tractor, Hyster D-7H Towing Winch and D-7 Logging Arch 
(Iii board Feet Per Hour - Soribner Decimal "C" Scale) 

Ave. Average Haul in Feet - One Way 
Diam. Ave. logs Ave. Bd.Ft. Distance 
of logs Per load Fer load 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,OOO 3,500 Lj.,000 L.,5OO 

16" 12.0 2880 10,300 8,500 6,800 5,750 5,000 L.,37O 3,9LO 3,570 

20" 10.0 L118O 15,900 12,800 10,500 8,900 7,800 6,860 6,150 5,560 

2L" 7.5 t8o 15,900 12,800 10,500 8,900 7,800 6,8b0 6,150 5,560 

28" 5.0 LtLO0 15,600 12,600 10,300 8,750 7,b00 b,750 e,oL1.o 5,L6o 

32" L..o )400 15,600 12,600 10,300 8,750 7,600 6,750 6,O!iO 5,L60 

3b" 3.2 )45O 15,800 12,700 io,Loo 8,850 7,750 6,810 6,100 5,520 

2.5 Lt3L.O l5,Lj.00 l2,L0O 10,200 8,600 7,500 6,6t.O 5,950 5,380 

)44" 2.0 L124.O 15,500 12,650 10,300 8,800 7,700 b,7LO b,080 5,500 

Average travel speeds loaded - second gear 19L. feet per minute 

unloaded - fourth gear L1.05 feet per minute 

Y 
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Note: The estimated production figures shown on the preceding two tables 

are calculated and are based entirely upon ideal conditions of level 

ground, a balanced operation, 100% operating efficiency, and logs weighing 

approximately eleven pounds per board foot. Fifty-minute hours are used, 

six minutos per load for hooking and urthooking, and loads of more than 

four logs to be bunched. 

Factors to be considered when. using these figures: 

1. Difficulty in nintaining average board feet per load. 

2. Variable conditions of terrain, i.e. adverse grades, soil conditions. 

3. Undergrowth. 

.. Altitude. 

5. Weather conditions. 

b. Mechanical condition of equipment. 

7. Scattered timber stands. 

8. Variable weight of logs in mixed stands of timber. 

9. Efficiency of overall operation 

Seventy percent of the figures shown should be used as an estimate 

for a fairly good logging show with no adverse grade for the loaded haul 

to the landing and lesser percentages according to the appraisal of each 

logging show. 
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